
About Revenko with love!!!
Interesting facts

�  Alexander Revenko was born in a creative family. His father was the author and the 
inventor of the first elected accordions. His invention allowed to simplify service of 
accordions such as before his invention if accordion broke, master had to change every 
single part inside it, however after Nickolay Revenko`s invention you could just change 
a faulty part without having to change all of the inside structure. 
�  Alexander studied medicine at the Rostov Medical University, the teaching staff 
of which was unique: Institute arose from the emigrated  Warsaw University, many  
departments had a several professors each. The names of these teachers remain in the 
list of most famous scholars of medicine till today.

�  Young engineer Alexnader  Karasev chosen Revenko to joint research program.  
Together they`ve  created SCENAR and then brought  it upon OKB RITM .
�  During the very first SCENAR seminar, lectures from Moscow Universities were invited 
but no-one could make it! That is how Revenko begun his way as Teacher and Master, 
blessing on disguise as they say! 
�    Young doctor Yuri Gorfinkel joined Revenko to soon become the second «father» of 
SCENAR therapy (we know who is the first one ☺ , also co-author of many unique and 
famous SCENAR techniques and great teacher too.
�  Revenko has created a new SCENAR medicine and introduced new terminology:
-  theory of Functional Pathological System;
- theory of interaction «Patient - Operator - Device»;
- Small asymmetry, Vectors, principle  «Here and Now»
- Created general zones  - 3P6P , Collar zone, Palm zone
- Invented dozens of techniques , such as Gorfinkel , Maria and Michle , Tatiana, Elena , 
Sofia, Mikhalych , Galina, etc....
�  Author of several books and  patents.
�  Author of the idea of SCENAR magazine, the founder and chief editor of «SCENAR. 
Journal for You»
�  Guardian of the first bronze medal of the folk exhibition of USSR for the first SCENAR 
device
�  Winner of eight medals of RITM OKB for his contribution to the worldwide  development 
of SCENAR therapy
� Recipient of the Chekhov Prize for Achievement in Science
� A member of the Writers' Union of Russia

Revenko in Numbers 

� The number of SCENAR techniques, created by Revenko, is over three hundred .
� Number of patients treated by Revenko, hence returning to normal life, is over 40 
thousand!
� Revenko has done more than three hundred SCENAR seminars, on average each 
seminar   gathered 30-60 people! 
� Revenko has visited 43 countries worldwide
� We have collected 25 of his famous phrases worldwide
� Regardless which country he is in and time difference, he is always up and about at 
6am local time!
� His 5 main character’s compounds, according to his friends, are: kindness, wisdom, 
passion, neatness and modesty
� Revenko 7 favorites food wise are: meat, calamari, pies, milk, bread, fried potato and 
vodka! 
� His dream is SCENAR in every household! 
� About 20 000 SCENAR therapists work now in different clinics around the globe:
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